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Why Sell A4 vs. A3

Print Volumes Have Declined
Digital workflows and remote workplaces are challenging traditional hardcopy output.

Underutilized A3 Copiers/MFPs 
How many oversized/underutilized A3 devices are on lease in your competitors’ accounts? 

Competitors are Vulnerable 
Most copier dealers have not asked customers to “right size” their printer / copier fleet. 

Short Sales Cycles 
Replacing A3 hardware with A4 devices is usually a 30 to 60 day sales cycle. 

Huge Gross Profits 
The hardware savings allows for huge gross profit margins

Upsell To Managed Services 
You may start with printers to gain access in to the account and then upsell from there!



How to Sell A4 vs. A3

Target Paper-Intensive Verticals
They are most likely to be sitting ducks with oversized/underutilized A3 devices on leases.

Create a Horizontal Hit List
Just like paper intensive verticals, prioritize campaigns into departments that would have seen the
biggest print decline like HR, AP, AR, Sales, and Marketing.

Call the Top Leaders in Your Competitors’ Accounts
Avoid procurement level people as your point of entry since they may have relationships with your
competitors and/or be covering up overspending on A3 devices. 

Ask High Gain Business Questions 
These are the ones that make people think and open the door to more conversation. For example:
“Has your current vendor already provided you cost relief to re�ect the recent decline in print volumes?”

Anticipate Common A4 Objections
It’s surprising how few salespeople have prepared and practiced responses to objections that are sure
to come up when selling an A4 device to replace a bigger A3 device such as: “We’re in a lease!”,
“But a smaller printer will need more service!” – Be prepared.

Create a Compelling A4 Story 
To sell anything, �rst you need to believe what you are suggesting makes sense. Then you need to share
that con�dence and passion in your engagement strategies. This will motivate your reps to make more calls.

Show and Sell
Use visuals to support your claims and engage potential buyers on the �rst meeting in person, or virtually.
As one study suggests, people understand things 30,000 times faster when you show them a visual
versus explaining something verbally.

Use A4 References
Nobody wants to go �rst. Be sure to show prospects relevant examples of other organizations like them
that have made the transition from big A3 devices to A4 devices and been pleased with the results.

Expect A3 Attack Strategies
Don’t expect the incumbent copier dealer to let you walk away with their customer without putting up a
�ght. Unless they too pivot to an A4 strategy, expect your them to attack your A4 strategy to save
their business.

Optimize Your Own Customers First
Beat your competitors to the punch by offering to optimize your customers’ print environment with the
appropriate mix of A4 and A3 devices before they do. In many cases these discussions have spurred
30-day sales cycles and Managed Print opportunities.

“A4 devices could be the lowest of hanging fruit there is in the
imaging industry right now.” - Rick Lambert Sales Performance Coach selltowin.com
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Self Assessment Questions

Need help? We’re ready when you are.

About Impressions Solutions, Inc. (ISI)
ISI is the largest Kyocera Printer Distributer in North America. We help imaging dealers win
more and make more with value-driven solutions created for hypercompetitive markets.
Hundreds of copier dealers, MSPs, and IT VARs leverage our exclusive stack of value-add services
“beyond the box” to grow their profits and protect their business from competition.

Find out if an A4 strategy could help your business. 

1. Do you have an effective A4 sales strategy?

2. Do you agree print volumes have declined?

3. Are your competitors vulnerable with underutilized A3 devices?

4. Could you “optimize” your current customers?

5. Do you have an effective A4 partner like Impression Solutions?
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YES  NO


